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Political Ideology and News organitational Control,

By

)

Joseph Man Chan and Chin-Chuan Lee

University of Minnesota

Abstract

This survey. shows how political ideology of the Hong Kong Chinese

press exercises organizational control. Political ideology of the press
determines staff recruitment, policy governing the coverage of conflictual
issues, and d the resolution of conflicts between the press and Journalists.
The reporters ,are found to be highly congruent with their employing
organizations in terms of political ideology on a rightist-centrist-leftist
continuum: The party-owned press has a higher propensity to impose
policy control over the coverage of social issues than the non- ty press.
While the reporter's ideological commitment usually con s to the
editor's, disputes over policies may occur on occasion. re ters
working in the 'party press tend to be more submissive to icy c trol

than their counterparts in the non-party press while the more educated

reporters are found to be less compliant at both types of newspapers.
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Introduction

°

Compared with the rest of the world, the American press is ostensibly
les.ideological. This is. not to imply. that the American press has no `1

ideology, but to suggest that elsewhere political ideology plays a much
more central, role in journalism. In the'U.S., the two major parties battling

'for the center are ideologically close. Hence, political controversies tend
to be incorporated within the existing social structure by journalistically
counter-balancing the views of the leaders of the two major parties. orIfthose of the different branches of the government (Tuchman, 1978).

Historically, media professionalism was developed in response to the rise
of market democracy, while 'the party" press has long demised since the *.
1830's (Schudson, 1978). '' "0

Media professionalism is 'viable only if the dominant ideology is not
qqestioried. American journalism often prides itself on professionalism,
defined as adherence to cannons of objectivity and neutrality with facts
rigidly segregated from opinion. Claiming to "mirror the reality"- and to
report news "from nobody's point of view' (Epstein, 1973), news
organizations vehemently reject the popular charge that American
journalists are lef t. of the center. Professionalism holds the journalist's
political ideology in check.

Even when the mainstream neutral-gatekeeper model of journalism was
called into question by 'the radical movements of the 1960s, as Janowitz
(1975) observed, the alternative part icipant-&lvocate model that critics
called for did not nearly approach the European model. While rejecting the
neutral role of the press as abdicating political responsibilities, critics
did not advocate a press explicitly linked to political parties or factions

1
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A -national survey (Johnstone et al., 1976 showed that the majority a
Amertvin Journalists continued to subscribe to.a "professional" vIeW.- The

radical alternative has Produted some impact on "new journalism" and the

counter-culture prets but its influen.ce on the am press is
.negligible (Smith, i980): .

In most Eurrean and Third World nations, tioilever, journalism.is more.
"susceqiible to ideglogical ifluence. and has stronger linkages with
political- parties. In what is referred to 'as."press-party

Seymour-Ure (1974) observes that the European and the Third World

press Is affiliated with political parties, is loyal to party goals, and

caters to partisan/audiences_ 'This parallelism is strongest in one-par4f

systems, follbwed by multi -party systems, but is weaker in two-party
systems: In no party systems, the press typically IA left to private
ownership with governmental "sdpervision." The centrality of political

ideology In communication is also noted by Edelstein (1982) as a
comparativist.

Political Ideology and Press Structure

Hong Kong has no formal party sstem of its own. It IS either called a

"colonial city-state" (King, 1975) or an "administrative no-party state"

(Harris, 1978: p.11). In the absence of local parties, "politfcs" seem to be

sharply divided on the line of the struggle between the Chinese Communist

Party (CCP) and the Chinese Nationalist Party (KMT), a struggle which has

characterised modern Chinese' politics . Although both parties are not

registered with the Hong Kong Government, they either work .underground

or behind the veils of socially acceptable institutions. Between Taiwan

and China, the Hong Kong Government tries to maintain some kind of

2
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balance and to play one against the other, giving itself roomito maneuver.
This is otherwise celebrated as "freetlorii without dernocracy.". All groups,
rightist or leftist, are allowid to °r onize trade Unions, publish
newspapers, distribute propaganda; and engage in party polemics as far as
they do not disrupt the law. ,

Even though Hong-Kong is an "administrative no-party state," the press
has similarly been structured by the interparty struggle between the .CCP
and the IV. The press-party-parallelism grows not out of local politics
but is a residual extension of modern Chinese party politics. The press of
Hong Kong in the last century has interwin,ed* with the political changes on

the mainland: the press tried to effect structural changes in China on the

one hand and was in(luencedsby them on the other. Since the era of the rift
between revolutionaries and donsSItutionarmonarchjAts in the late Ching
dynasty, Ho4 Kopg has served as a key listening post and propaglda base

for Chinese politics, with men/ dissident journalsits and poliiiclans
taking refuge in Hong Kong to advocate' their doctrines (Ting, 1974). The

protracted 141T-CCP. struggle has ma de .Hong Kong's press system a

microcosm of yesterday's China. Even..today there are papers directly
financed by the CCP or the KMT and still others, though not directly
finaiced, are clearly identified with either party in goal orientation.

Against this large backdrop, not until the early 1970s did "centrist"
newspapers loyal to Hong Kong and critical of both Peking and Taipei, begin

to proper. ThOse profit-motivated corninercial papers are beneficiaries of
Hong Kong's rapidly expanding economy and its formidable advertising
industry. While. devoting significant coverage to thinese politics, they

appear to focus more on local issues and the- immediate concerns of Hong

Kong citizens at large. It is not in their interest to identify too closely

3
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with either external party.

In 1980, there were 350 copies of nespaper consumption per 1000

population in .Hong Kong, second to Japan .(497'coplesy,in Alsa. Of the 485.

publications regisisertd with the Government, 57 were newspapers. Half of
these 57 newspapers, devote4.-to horse- racing tips and entertainment.

,gossip, appeared irregularly. Only abOut twenty newspapers were serious

enougho warrant the GoVernmens monitoring.

The political ideology of 'the press faM into four categories

(ultra-leftist, centrist, rightist, ultra-rightist) based on tle following
Criteria. (1) source of financial support and party affiliation; (2) place of
registratipn; (3) choice of national day celebration and calendar; (4) ways
of addressing the Peking regime and the Taipei regime (for a more detailed

description, see Lee, 1985b)

(1) Ultra-leftist: The ultra-leftist papers"registered in Hongkong and

mainland China, celebrate national day on October 1, adopt the Western

calendar, refer to Taiwan as "Taiwan Province," "the Taiwan authorities,"
or "the Chiang Clique," but call Peking "our country," "our government: or
"China." The leftist papers in our sample include Ta Kung Pao, Wen Wei Po,

New Evening Post, Ching Pao Daily and the Hqng Kong Commercial Dally,
All these papers are directly owned and supervised by Peking as its
overseas propaganda mouthpieces. There is a division of labor among-

themselves: .1 46. appeals toc students and laborers; Ta Kung Pao

*attracts intellectu s and business people; both Ching Pao and the lin
cater to the lower -classes; New EveoIng9ost..

draws the "general ptiblic.

II II IL 0
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(2) Centrist: The centrist papers are market directed, economically
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''...ii)gepinclerit.an0.n01inked to any, Pollitcal pity. Ihey 'regiter'.iiiy . With
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_a_

the ..Hong Kong
,,

gq4ernr9ent,' adopt the Wester:. calendar, ' do not (6Serve

either., national '.d4*, '''call- thellalpe( .r:eglrrie "Taiwan;` '",the National

a

Government" and4he Pik thirtgime "CornmUnist. China," liainland:Ctiina,"'

or 'China." The centrist papers irtcluite*.fliogiaojaWittig, tilwea2 '.
Evening NeW.5, the iiSLOO,Q6ifitCatraiLASIEDAL The

t

%or. .Tin,TinYit, :Pap, and the Orientai Dapy *4s. The 'former two are

oriented towatds the intellectuals, wheriai the latter three cater to the

masS tastes, '.

(3) Righ0s,: ..The. sample foclucies Sing TN Jth Tag 11 Pte
, . .

Wan -KW Vat pa, wap Man Pao; the H9ng Kr:g Daill(jtlew_s:and

Express. They are re spOsive to the Hong Kong mariCet,iyei Mildly- tilting
to Taiwan buts of political ideology and historical ties w4 the KAT rather

than for finanlcial alas IStarke. Theifregister,botty In Taiwan 2ind Hong'Kong,

obServing the Kt1T's national day onOctober tO, calling :the Taiwan regime

"the Republic of China" or "China" and refOrring to thalnlanl China as

"Communist China," iithe Mainland:. instead of the "People's Republic of

China".

(4) Ultra-rightist: The sample includes"the Hong Ong Times gsing

Sheeiung DaJly and Kung Sheung Evening. Newt The Hong Kong Tifries was

established by the KtIT In 1949 as a priipagnpa outpost ?i) the wake- of its

defeat by the Communists, on the mainland and withdrawal to Taiwan.

Kung Sheung Daily, fpunded in 1925 with the expressed aim of checking the

Communist movement in China, was once- enormously influential but

gradually lost its comparative advantage acid closed,in 1984:

a
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similarly -Leeamdgee t198):' tht.1.4tist presi:...iended., e
n

the' 1967 Riot in.terms of China'S:Cultural -Revolution: the rightist press
5

I.nterpreted it7'from -Ta!wSn:s. anti -Conimunist vantage point; 'whereas, the

Centrist`presi stood by ihe.NOng Kong government to maintain the status

Auo. Furthermore, these different "jourfialfstic paradigms'', as structured

by political ideology, also "set limits" and :exert pressure" on the way

government information is edited by the press (Lee, 1985a). This seems

to parallel the ideologiC1 reporting in France where the -partisan press

exists side by side with the commercial press (Gerbner, 1964; Freiberg,

1981).

Every complex organization faces an uncertain environment. Thit is
.

especially the case with news organizations becatise of their non-routine

nature. News Organizations frequently 'have to cope` with unexpected

`occurrences, and for which there are no formal, fixed, logical-rules but

intuition, experience, and luck (Tunstalt 1971). To reduce the uncertainty..,
.

and to facilitate the productive processes, many ad2iptatIve mechanisms

may be developed by the organization.- (For an elaboration of this insight

6
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by,rganip"o tionat0e Orlstt see Pectow, 1970; Katz and Kahn, 1967) As
. 14 14 1

.adaptive'thechanisms, Sigel(nan (1973) identifies how news

iorganilati* ''exeecite.` controls'. over selective recruitment, policy

guOan Ce and socialization. Seirtive recruitment refers to \hiring of

journalists whose worldviews are generally compatible with those of

news organizations. Far. example; of the British special correipondents

interviewed by Tunstall (1971), 81R reported a high degree of political

congruenCe with their employing organizations; Gans (1979) also found

similar support in America. Policy guidante is a formalized form of

organizational control, outlining specific news angles to be followed or

avoided. Socialization as revealed by the pioneering Breed study (1955),

is an informal form of social control whereby journalists absorb the

newsroom norms and the prevailing definition of news through day-to-day

wort contacts.

The present,survey seeks to bring to the fore how news organizations

iri a highly pdliticized environment exercise control on recruitment

news policy. it noteworthy that prehous studies have been done in

societies with solid political consensus. The Hong Kong setting may serve

to amplify the intricate reltionships between political ide-lo and news

organiziponal conti.01 in a highly divided society.

Sampling

In Hong Kong, there is no single e wher;$e a roster of journalists ip

obtainable. Such information is treated with strict confidence by media

organizations, due partly to the political frictlirt, and the inherently

suspicious attitude. The two press/ associations attract only ,1a tiny

fraction of active Journalists, and the turnover rate in the field is so high

411
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(because of low pay) that the published membership direttory is partial,
outdated and of little use. Therefore, we had to rely on our students as

informants who were serving their summer internship program with
infilvtdual media organizations in s wing 1981. Through their assistance,

a total of 329 local reporters weFe estimated to be' working for 21

Chinese-language dailies, thus constituting the population of this study.
The 21 newspapers were chosen on the basis of their political
significance, circulation and representativeness of partisanship (See Lee,

'1985b). The criteria.excluded the English-language papers, entertainment

gossip papers, and the "mosquito" papers specialized in t(oreseracin§.

Some media organizations expressly prohibited their, employee from

participating in academic research of .this sort. We thus asked our
informants to cultivate the goOti will of tpir newsroom co-workers in
responding to our brief questionnaires. In the spring .of 1981, a total of
327 questionnaires were distributed through our informants. Tffl

proceeded with 'a deliberate sense of informality so 'as not to offend their-
.)

superiors who were constantly suspicious of any ulterior political
conspiracy in such a study. Furthermore, our respondents were encouraged

tb return the 'questionnaire to odiNigformants. or by mail, with' the

assurance to protect anonymity. Most were returned to our informants.

A total of 176 questionnaires were collected, yielding a response rate
of 54%. There appeared to be significailt variationstions among media
organizations: Ultra-rightist, 58%; rightist, 37%; centrist, 56%; and
leftist, 76%. The rightist reporters scored the lowest response, rate
chiefly because we did not, have informants in four of the six rightist
papers (WakKlu Vat Pao, Yeah Ktu Man Pao, Ong Tao Yat Pao, aing_laollan

Pap, and the Hopi( Kong Daily Yews) and ;Instead had to request !pie
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'assignment ditilt editors for perso1 assistance. Thesleftist moist

the highet .response rate because the InforMants had developed. 'Wolter

retationtvilth them. The general low rate can, be accounted for

bf.the difficulty _involved it tracking dow reporters who had haphazard

Working hours. In addition, social surveys were officially prohibited at

the largest newspaper, the Oriental pally, which had a staff of 55. The

informant succeeded in only soliciting 26 responses out of the 55 throKt

personal connections, hence depressing the response rate.

According to our informants, however, few non-responses were

outright refusals. ,Nor could we detect any systematic bias in the response

rate that was attributable to political ideology. Strictly speaking, the

resultant sample is not a probability sample, so the statistical tests to be

reported will have to be interprited with caution.

0
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. Hypotheses and Findings

. This .paper analyzes how the press, as determhe8 by political
itieology, exercises organizational control in the process of, recruitment,

Policy direction with regard to. the coverage of conflictual issues, and the

. resolution of possible conflicts between the Press and the journalists.

Hypothesis 1: The journalists :Kill.ticaf ideology is closely linked to

In the absence of strong, ideological pirtisanshtp.and because of the

importance' of professional no mss, the AmeriC.an press generally does not,.

use political ideology asa prime criterion of recruitment. This is not. to

deny the fact that job applicants always "self-telect": they mdke. sure

that their political views are in accord with the paper's editorial policy

pigelman, 1973). The journalist's self-selection process is part of the
overall , informal organizational 'control and implicit newsroom

socialization.
AIn Hong Kong, this organizational control is much more formal and

explicit. The press is so intensely interwoven with political organizations

and partisan goals that it invariably enforces v4 strict ideological
standard 'in both recruitment. and day-to-day work setting. This is
especially characteristic of the papers of ideological extremity; whose

funds are cotr011erd by either the CCP or KMT and whose propaganda and

ideology are tightly regblated by them. Th,re havi been occurrences of

detainment of prominent editors of Communist papers by the CCP when

. they strayed too tar from to approved ideological field. As propaganda

machine, these papers are staffed by people with the party loyalty. It is
inconceivable for the party press to hire someone whose ideology runs

10.
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er to petty line. Y

The partisan press seldom relies 'on open channels fer-recrulypent.

Personal recommendations by politically trustworthy soirees are
essential. There 'sir need to probe political views or the job applicant
in the interviews as the newspaper organization has been informed by the

,

referees in 'advance. The recruitment pliecess appears to be recOrocal and

can be initiated by either the newspaper organization or the potential
reporter. Iwever, this control over selectiont is never coniplete. We

know in some cases where job applicants try to disguise or dilute their
ideological commitments for fear of disciimlination or IsolatioA.
Handicapped by the 7hortage of manpower, the partisan press at times has

to somewhat relax Its ideol6gical requirements to recruit enough people to

man their operations. In contrast, the centrist press often advertises Job
openings. While abhoririg ideological exteremism to the left or right, they
seldom take pains to sort out the applicant's political viewpoints. Priding
itself on journalistic professionalism, the centrist press recruits
Journalists primarily on the grounds of com tence rather than partisan
allegiance.

.

(T31)19 la here)

1
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This gives rise to the hypothesis that the Journalist's and the press'

( political ideology tend Ur be congruent. This hypothesii Is confirmed In

Table la. The reporters political ideology is designated on the basis of

an ordinal scale measurinithtstrength of their identification with either

the CCP or ICIT. The political ideology Of Individual journillits is

strongly correlated (6111.65, X2 - 52.1, df a 6, p<.01) with that of the press

organization for which they work. The same relation holds when the

Journalist's education and age are controlled. Political ideology, as

expected, is found to be an important deterrninarit in the mutual selection

process between the press and their reporters.

This ideological congruence seems to be m acute among the

ultra-leftist newspapers (68.911), followed by the u Ztists (52.9X),

rightists (43.62) and centrists (45.12). Ultra - leftist ptpers adhere most

strictly to the ideological criterion because they havf the tightest

system to control the ideological purity of their *onrbel. TM

ultra-rightist press may accomodate a sizable centrist jourilalists but no

leftists. It is intriguing to note that the rightist press, knowingly or

unknowingly, has recruited some "left-leaning" Journalists (10.3x) who

prefer to identify with mainland.China but are not themselves members of

the CCP. Holding idealistic spirits, these left-leaning Journalists can be

quite ,.critical of the wrongdoings of the Communist regime. They also

exercise self-cdnstraint in expressing their political preference in public.

The centrist newspapers show a well-balanced distribution, 1;k11 45.1It of

the Journalists identified with the middle of the road and the rest almost

12
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equally split between the leftist (28.22) and rightist (26.8X).

1Cable lb Here)

As Illustrated in Table lb, the selection process is sustained by the

ideological structure of Hong Kong's Journalism education (6 - .44, -
23.9, dfs3, p (.01). Colleges are classified to be rightist if they are

organizationally or ideologically linked with KMT. Many Hong Kong

journalists have been trained in "Italwan's journalism schools. Among ttie

four Journalism departments in Howl Kong two are linked with the KMT

government while the other two are more locally oriented and

ideologically 'neutral". The large number of graduates from these rightist

colleges become the majoe source of manpower not only for the

ultra- rlgthlst 'Kiss (100) but also for the rightist (68.0X) and centrist

press (65.92) as well. The political orientation of the, two lotally
oriented schools can probably be described as *neutral's and 'liberal ".

Though many of their graduates do not stay long as journalists, they
always start off their journalism careers in the centrist agd rightist

press. Since there are no leftist journalism schools or colleges in Hong if
Kong, the leftist press has to depend on a small pool of high school and

college graduates who have been radicalized in student movements.

13
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Breed (1955) and Gieber (1964). have observed that in the United
States it is an "ethical taboo" for publishers to impose reportorial policy
on subordinates, although reports to the contrary abound. Sigelman (1973)
argues that the newspaper management has the power to decide on what to
cover, who to cover, and what to print, although the journalists may enjoy
0 good measure of working autonomy. If this is so with the "professsional"
press, journalistic autonomy may be even more significantly eroded in
such a partisan press system as Hong Kong. It is hypothesized that the
party press will show a higher propensity to exercise policy control on the
coverage of controversial social issues.

(Table 2a here)

H2 appears to be supported in Table 2a. As a measure of the
dependent yriable, the respondents were asked to state how often they
were subject to reportorial control when covering conflictual issues. The
frequency at which they expeiience such control are collapsed into two
categories: High and low. Party linker `the independent variable,
consists of "the party press" (i.e.*the ultra:rightist and the ultra-leftist

A
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peettsiand the non-party press- (i.e. the centrist press and the *rightist"
press).

Table 2a shows that the press's party linkage tend to be linked wIth

higher frequency of policy control when repoqing social Is'sues..(6-.34,
X2-46, df-1, p<..03). About 4311 of the journalists working in the party

press, compared with only 27% in the non-party press, codfessed that -

they often experienced policy control in the coverage of social issues.

Table 2b Here

.

A breakdown of the freq er y of "reportorial polio/ by the four
ideological press categories is strwn in Table 2b. The ultra rightist
press (591) leads in policy control and followed in a destindIng order by
the ultra-leftist (371), the rightist (31i) and

ultra-leftist press exercises the most str

recruitment process but does not lead policy

trist (24%). The

control over the

in the coverage of
conflicts. This seeming discrepancy might be partly explained by both the

divergent attitudes that the partisan press holds about social conflicts.
In another study, we (Chan and Lee, 1984) have found that the
ultra-leftist press tend to be more favorably disposed to social conflicts
and social change, while theultra-rightist press tend to be suspicious of

such conflicts as Communist agitations. Conflicts are perceived to be

15



threatening to the ultra-rifitist press/ and thus may engender stricter
control on Its staff In the coverage of such Issues.

(Table 2c and Table 2CI Here)

When age Is controlled, the original correlation between reportorial
control and the press' party linkage (6-.34, p<.03) virtually disappears for
journalists below age 25 (G - -.02, X2-.01, df-1, p<.93) and becomes
enhanced for journalists above age 25 (6-.58, X2-7.4, df-1, pi,01).. it
appears that the party press are more likely to assign the older,
presumably more experienced, journalists to cover conflictual 'Issues
which are more policy-inviting than non-controversial news. Controlling
education, the partial correlations become insignificant but the general
relation remain more or less the same. (For journalists with less than
college education, 6-.34, X2-2:0, df-1, p<.16; for journalists with
college education, 6-.27, X2-1.6, df-1, p<.21.)

114 lot; ,; : -111,; , .11, 1,1 I . 11- liA I,

1.1 0.111. 110,k 1,110 I. 110,11- 1 .1

those working in nim-gortypewsomers to comply with policy control,
Since there Is always ideological leakage, organizational conflicts

between editors and reporters are bound to occur sometimes. Editors,

16
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being .Closer to the power center of a newspaper organization than

reporters, can reasonably be assumed to besubject to tighter ideological

control. Conlficts between editors and reporters over reportorial policies

can therefore be viewed as conflicts between reporters and the policies of

their host organizations.

According to organizational sociologists, when conflicts occur,

organizational pressure usually prevails over individuals working within

it. Gieber (1964) found that reporters responded most strongly to their

immediate bureaucratic surroundings. Even if committed to professional

ideals, reporters also saw themselves as hired employees of an

organization that imposed its news policy upon them (Breed, 1955).

Tuchman (1978) found that journalists often used their organizational

superiors rather than professional peers as their frame of reference.

It Is hypothesized that when disputes over reportorial policies occur,

reporters working in the party press are more likely to succumb to their

superior's directives. In non -party 'newspapers, reporters are expected to

have a stronger commitment to professionalism and therefore enjoy a

higher level of autonomy.

Since the journalist's ideology is in high accord with the

organization's, most disputes that occur do not concern ideological issues

in nature (ultra-rightist, 18%; rightist, 2671; centrist, 24%; and

ultra-leftist, 9%). Instead, as our data show, most conflicts seem to arise

out of the discrepency between (a) the editor's higher hierachical position

in the organization and (b) the journalist's superior knowledge about

events being covered by virtue of the latter's first-hand observation\

(ultra-rightist, 72%; rightist, 7411; centrist, 7611; and ultra-leftist, 9211).

17



This disaipency leads to differif4 perceptions. as to how the events

shoulsi be covered. The tension is applicable to all press organizations,

regardless of ideology.

Six choices, ranging from total compliance to jecticin, were aged

of reporters as to what they ustially did when disagreed to their

ed1 tors'6 policies - on the coverage of controversies. The degree of

compliance falls into two categories: high (obey policy; voice views but

obey policy if views are not accepted) and low (write views:subtly into

the story without arguing; arguing(rtith the editor but write views subtly

into the "story if views are not accepted; keep trying to persuage the

editor while writing views subtly into the story; hold on to views despite

disapproval). The press are grouped according to whether they are directly

party-controlled or not.

(Table 3a Here)

7

$

.;)

Table 3a indicates that journalists working in the party press tend

to submit to their superiors' diretctive more readily than their

counterpfts in the non-party press (G -.22, X21.8, df-1, p( .18). The

majority of journalists working in both types of 'newspapers elkibit a low

degree of compliance. Further examination discloses thpt the great

18
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4.

majority of reporters prefer writi

way.

4

their views into the story in.asubtle

(Table 3b and Table 3c Here )

Controlling age, .the original correlation between the presq party

and the journalist's propensity to comply vanishes for journalists

ow age 25 (G-.02, x2a0, df -1, p< .95); For journalists over age 25, the

correlation becomes significant (G-.53, X274.7, df-1, p<:03). It appears

that the older journalists working in party' press are more thoroughly

socialized to the politielideology,of organization.

When education is controlled, the original relationship disappears for

journalists with less than college educ,ation (G--.01, X2-0, df-1, p<, .98)

but?, is enhanced for those with higher educatim (G".36, X2-2.5, df-1,

p <,11), indicating that the college-educated journalists working in the

party press tend to be more compliant than their counterparts in. the

non-party press. Table 3c also shows that the more educated journalists

are less compliant at both the party and the non-party press.

As Hong Kong is characterized by a high partirIrss padlelism,

political, ideology is the key determinant of infoTation control. In order'

to reduce .organizational ambiguity and smooth out production operation,

the press exercises organizational control over recruitment and the

19
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issuance of policy guidance The reporters in Hong Kong are found to be
1

highly congruent with their host newspapers in terms of political
ideology. The party. press are more inclined than the non-party press in

imposing reportorial policy on the coverage of cOnflictUal issues

especially so when older journalists are responsible for such coverage.

When disputes over policies between reporters and editors occur, older

reporters working in the party.press tend to be more submissive to policy

control than their countkparts in non-party press while the more

edUcated reporters are less compliant in both types of newspapers.

Since 1981 when this survey was conducted, much has occurred. As

Hong Kong is due to be returned' to Chinese sovereignty as a special

administrative . zone in 1997, the press has exercised greater

self- .restraint in its .criticism of the Chinese,Communist authorities. The

implications, of this change to press freedom , the press structure, and

"journalistic paradigms" have been elaborated elsewhere (Lee, 1985b).

s,
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Table 1a Meisel seketionktieen *veil* and newspaper s

Ultra Vet Vet mid* Wins:rat
2&2

Reporters' emir*
Ideology leftist

( N )

47.1 46.2 45,1 28.9
0 10.3 26.8 68.9

1002 1005 1002 1002
(17) (39) ( 71) ( 45)

No1172, Om.65, X2.52,1, MI6; ix .01

Trek 1 b Reporters' Schooling and Press Ideology

Etaiktolgat

Political
Inclination rightist 100 68.0 - -65.9

neutral 0 32.0 34.1

4111fiss

15.0
85.0

( n)
1002 100X 00X 1002
( 9) (25) (41) ( 20)

44950, 0-.44, X223.9, dits3, pc.01

* N95 berme only hell or the jawnelists working for the Chinese daily
nempepers in Hong Kong are College gradustes.

V
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Table 2e Frequency of policy control by press party linkage

Frequency of
0.119 04 h Ii I

Party Linkage

High
I.ow

42,9-
57.1

27 0
/ 73.0

100% 1.00%

( n) (63) ( 1)1)** 11=-174 0= 34. X2114.6, df- 11 p.03.

Table 2b Frequency

. F requency of

Rcvortial

of policy control by press ideology

P.malOwlow
Altttlrighlist

58.8. 33.3.
41.2 66.7

fin1t4L._.vilteLlefttat.
23.6 37 0
76.4 63.0

401High

Low

(n)
100%

(17)
100%

(39)
00%

(72)
/ 100%

( 46)

1
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Me 2 Fr inc ofplicy cailrol W prat ratty Mkt" t* eor

&we Apr 26* Alms* 26**
Frawley of

Reportorial Policy Control Ptily Prase Non -Party Press Party Press Non-Party P.reee

38.5 37.5 50.0 , 21.1 .Low 61.5 62.5 50.0 78.9

Total X 1002 1002 1002 1002(n) (39) (10) (24). (71)
* 0-.02, X2d.01, di-1, p< .93, N-79

** 001.68, X2427.4, dad , pc .01, N-95

Table 2 r i hiquenty of Reportorial Policy Control By The Prows Party Linkage 8y Educetion

Lees Then Consul* College eradiates**

Fragrancy of
Reporioriel Policy Control Party Prow Non-Party Press Party Preen Nay -Party Prow

NO 53.6 36.1
Low 46.4 63.9

Total X 100X 100X
( n) (28) (36)

'4( 0-.34, X2-2.0, 'ffsi 1 pc .16, P4 -64

** -X2-1.6, p< .21, N-109

34.3 23.0
66.7- 77.0

100X 1005
( 35) (74)



4

lablo Reporters' propensity to com'ply by (he press party ltnkaae

Party Lankagp

Migh 37.1 27.3
Low b2.9 72.7

(n)

0-- 22 ,l7a,

100% 100%
( 62) mik CH 0)

1,8 df--1. p' 18, Nell;

Table 3b. Reporters' pro*risit comply by the pre!s' party linkage by ag5

r

Below Age 2`,)* Above Age !'.S**

Degree of Wapiti:ince Poky Presc.,#' Non Party Press Party Press Non- Party Press

. High

Low
25.6 A.

74.4
25.0
75 0

100% 100%

56.5 28.6
43:5 71 4

100% 100%
(39) (40) (23) (70)

(3z 02, X2=0, d1=1, p< 95,,N-79

0=1, p< 02. N=93'

Table 3c Reporters' propensity to comply by.the prize pdriy linkage by education

Less Than College*

4

iiol lege Ur athletes* * 4

%

Degree of Complm..1 Party Press Non-Party Press Party Pi ess Non-Party Press
-...

High
--,--
,41.4 41.7 33.3' 192

Low :. 58.6 58.3 66./ 80.8
. .

Total

( n)
. 106%

(29)'-

100%
( 36),

100%

(33)
100%
( 73)

)(7.0, p< 98, N265

** G 36, d61, p< 11, NE 106

. 24
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